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PREFACE

One of the qualities that makes a writer great is per-

spective* especially if the writer*s vantage point is unique*

a spot where no one before or after him has stood* and which

allows him to look at the same world everybody else sees* but

from a slightly different and artistically convincing angle*

Such a writer was Horacio Quiroga*

This thesis will attempt to elucidate Quiroga*s creative

essence | with an emphasis on the relatively untouched theme of

Quiroga and the New World* or American* creative process* The

thesis is structured on three stories which I have translated

in order to gain a better understanding of Quiroga*s creative

essence*

I wish to thank Dr* George D* Schade for his invaluable

supervision of this thesis* and Dr* George G. Wing for offering

pertinent suggestions toward its improvement.

May 5. 1969
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Nace el escritor americano
como en la region del

fuego central*
Alfonso Reyes

At the bottom of the

American soul was always
a dark suspense, at the

bottom of the Spanish
American soul the same*

D* H* Lawrence



I. INTRODUCTION

Biographical Summary

Horacio Quiroga was born in 1878 in Salto, Uruguay

where his father was the Argentine Consul.* When he was two

and a half months old, his father was accidentally killed when

a shotgun went off on a family outing. His mother remarried and

when her husband, whom Quiroga was fond of, contracted a termi-

nal illness, he killed himself with a shotgun. Quiroga was

witness to the scene.

The boy attended school in Salto, went to the Polytech-

nic Institute, and enrolled in the University of Montevideo. As

a youth, Quiroga was, in J. R. Spell f s words, N undependable,

fractious, willful, petulant, and shunned the society of others,

and found his pleasure in reading, especially books of travel and

periodical literature.

At the university, Quiroga studied only what interested

him, with no fixed goal in mind* His activities were crowded

and varied. He was as much interested in working with his

hands carpentry, ironwork, photography as he was in the

theater, music, and literature. He loved sports and wanted to

become a champion cyclist, but also took drugs, in part as a

remedy for his chronic asthma* On one occasion he nearly killed

himself from an overdose of chloroform. By this time he had be-

come a dandy.

He apparently began writing when he was about sixteen,
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highly influenced by the French literature of his time* He pub-

lished some of his works in literary magazines in Salto* With

friends he went to Buenos Aires and visited Leopoldo Lugones

whom he admired both as a man and as a writer* This meeting

stimulated him further and his interest in writing increased*

In 1899 he started his own literary magazine, Revista del Salto*

In 1900 he journeyed to Paris* Less than three months

later he returned from what had been an unpleasant trip* Al-

though he wrote some articles for an Uruguayan newspaper, the

record of his stay in Paris is meagre* He wrote few letters

and lived almost like a beggar*

He did, however» keep a diary of his trip* This re-

mained unknown to anyone until in later years he gave it to his

friend» Ezequiel Martfnez-Estrada, who in 19**8 turned it over to

the Instituto de Investigaciones y Archivos Literarios in

Montevideo* The diary was edited by Rodrfguez Monegal and first

published in 19^9*^

While much of its contents are uninteresting, the diary

is important for the portrait it provides of Quiroga as a young

creatori the loner unable to communicate with anyone; the novice

fascinated by writing and the power of description; the soul-

searcher too emotionally involved with himself* Two passages

are highly revealing* In one he relates a vision he had of

his destinyi

•••me han entrado unas aureolas de grandeza oomo tal vez
nunoa haya sentido* Me creo notable, muy notable, con un
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porvenir, sobretodo, de gloria rara* No gloria popular

conocida, ofrecida y desgajada, sino sutil, extrafia, de

l£grima de vidrio*

Another passage echoes his unpleasant experience in Paris and

heralds his future in South Americas "|oh mi America bendita,

donde todo es grandeza y hospitalidadl ic6mo te adoro en

Parfsl

In the diary Quiroga also mentions a curious event which

illuminates his state of mind in Paris and his germinating pre-

occupation with the Parana region* He frequented a certain

caf£ where Spaniards and Latin Americans gathered, among them

Manuel Machado and Rub£n Darfo whom Quiroga met but with whom no

friendship developed* Quiroga hated the cosmopolitan decadence

of this group and one member, Enrique G&nez Carrillo, the

"boulevard chronicler," particularly irritated him* One day at

the caf£, when they were each engaged in games of chess and

cards, Quiroga called out to Carrillo and asked him if he knew

Guaranf* Carrillo asked Quiroga what that was and Quiroga

replied that it was the "language of America*" An argument en-

sued in which Carrillo told Quiroga that he didn't know Guaranf

and didn't want to* Quiroga answered that he supposed as much*^

Although Quiroga returned to Montevideo penniless and

disillusioned* he quickly resumed his former life of dandyism

and literature* He formed an artists' group and won a prise in

a literary contest judged by Rodo and Viana* In 1901 he pub-

lished his first book, Arrecifes de coral, a collection of
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poems, prose poems, and stories which show the influence of

romanticism, Poe, French literature, Lugones, and modernism*

The decadent tone of the work was born of his stay in Paris*

Shortly after the appearance of this book, he acciden-

tally shot and killed one of his best friends. He moved to

Buenos Aires and secured a position as Spanish teacher in the

Colegio Nacional. From then on he was to alternate periods of

residence in Buenos Aires and sojourns in the hinterland* He

resigned his teaching position soon after he was appointed in

order to accompany Lugones as photographer on an expedition to

Misiones to study the Jesuit ruins*

No sooner had he returned to Buenos Aires from this trip

than he headed for the Chaco to plant cotton* He built his own

hut and had his first experience as a pioneer, staying for two

and a half years before returning to Buenos Aires* His writing

was still strongly modernistic in imitation of Lugones and Poe f

but his experience in the Chaco had hardened him both as a man

and an artist. In 1907 he began writing for a magazine editor

who sometimes demanded that he compress his story into one page*

This experience along with his natural inclination toward in-

tensity and brevity affected his writing for the rest of his

life*

He visited San Ignacio again, and this time he bought

land and started building a house* He resumed his teaching job

in Buenos Aires and worked on his house in San Ignacio during his

spare time* In 1909 he married, resigned his teaching job for
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good* and with his wife he moved to San Ignacio with tbe inten-

tion of permanently residing there* He was now a widely known

writer and Lugones called him the most important young writer

in South America*

In San Ignacio Quiroga worked as justice of the peace and

district clerk* He engaged in a stock company scheme and experi-

mented with the distillation of alcohol and the making of char-

coal* All these activities failed* but provided him with some

of his best writing material* In 1915 bis wife committed suicide.

Quiroga continued writing* sailing tbe Parana* talking to people*

bunting* repairing his house* making furniture and rugs* raising

his two children* and studying wildlife*

In 1917 he returned to Buenos Aires for seven years,

during which time he produced some of his best writing# He had

now found his own literary style and had become somewhat famous#

But in the basement of his home he continued to work as a

craftsman, and servant girls, children, writers, and artists often

dropped by to see him# He built a boat and sailed it with friends

on the Parana# He did diplomatic work for a brief period but quit

and returned to San Ignacio where he unsuccessfully courted a

girl.

He returned to Buenos Aires in 1926 and in 1927 married

for the second time* Within a few years he and his wife left

for San Ignacio * where Quiroga was given the position of Uru-

guayan Consul* But his wife did not like Misiones nor Quiroga*s
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way of life and returned with their daughter to Buenos Aires.

The consulate in San Ignacio closed and Quiroga was left with-

out funds. His creative powers ebbed and he produced few

stories of worth, although he continued to write articles on

various subjects for newspapers in Buenos Aires. By 1935 he

was very ill and living in desperate circumstances in San

Ignacio. In 193& he sailed down the Parang for the last time

and entered a hospital in Buenos Aires. In February of 1937

he was dying of cancer, and took his life.

The Land and the People

The Upper Parana and the territory of Misiones offered

a dramatic setting for Quiroga , s literary and personal develop-

ment* The 700-mile-long area known as the Argentine Mesopo-

tamia, of which Misiones is the northern segment, lies between

the Parana and Uruguay Rivers and is part of the Brazilian

Hills up to 2500 feet high, interspersed with valleys,

form an interesting topography. The days are hot and the nights

are cool. There is often mist and humidity. Torrential rains

and the constant evaporation of the two rivers and tributary

creeks allow the growth of a dense tropical forest of cedars,

pines, urundays and lapachos* Epiphytic plants as well as

ferns, cacti, mimosas, bromeliads, lianas, and carpets of thick,

green grass make an exotic vegetation through which colorful

toucans and macaws scream and dart. It is a fertile region and
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tobacco, rice, sugar-cane, maize, manioc, yerba mate, and

citrus fruits are grown.

In pro-Columbian times the principal inhabitants were

the Guaranf Indians. They were easily pacified by the Jesuit

missionaries in 1610 and organized into reducciones, the pater-

nalistic, quasi-utopian communities that were the heart of the

Jesuit empire in the New World. A number of these communities

were situated along the Parana river; one of the most important

was at San Ignacio where Quiroga lived. After the Jesuits were

expelled from the New World in 1 the communities gradually

became archeological ruins nestled in the forests along the

Parana.

In the nineteenth century large groups of immigrants

came into the region from eastern Europe, especially Poland.

Immigrants also arrived from most of the western countries and

by 1900 there was a conglomeration of races and nationalities

in the region. The yerba mate x<rbich the Jesuits had cultivated

and which grew wild after their communities were abandoned was

cultivated extensively by the new immigrants. The plant became

a big money crop and the peons who worked the yerbales were often

exploited by the company people. Timber was also valuable and

the obrajes (sawmills) became important centers of economic as

well as human exploitation.

Misiones lias always been a backland frontier often

luring the outcasts of civilization, the exiles that Quiroga

portrayed so well.



NOTES

biographical information taken from Alberto J. Brignole
and Jose Marfa Delgado* Vida £ obra de Horacio Quiroga (Monte-
video, 1939)*

O

Contemporary Spanish American Fiction (Chapel Hill,
N.C. , 194(), p. 156.

de viaje a Farfs (Montevideo,

, p. 52.

slbid*, p. 99«

6lbid., p. 86.

7 Geographical information taken from La Argentina suma

de geograffa (Buenos Aires, 1958-63) and Juan Queirel, Misiones

(Buenos Aires i 1897).
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II. TRANSLATIONS

Adrift

He stepped on something soft and immediately felt the

fangs in his foot. He jumped forward, turning and swearing,

and saw the snake coiled for another strike*

He glanced at his foot where two trickles of blood were

thickening* He took his machete from his belt* The snake saw

the threat and withdrew its head deeper into its coil* but the

machete fell true and severed its back*

He wiped away the blood from the bite and thought for

a moment. A sharp pain went through his foot from the two

little violet points* Quickly he tied his ankle with a handker-

chief and continued down the trail to his hut.

The pain increased* It was like a dragging weight*

Suddenly two or three exploding pains went like lightning from

the wound to his calf* He moved his leg with difficulty. A

metallic dryness in his throat and burning thirst made him

swear again*

He reached the hut and collapsed on a mill wheel* The

two little violet punctures had disappeared in the huge swelling

of the foot* The skin was stretched thin to the point of break-

ing* He tried to call his wife but his voice broke hoarsely in

his parched throat* He was crazy with thirst*

"Dorotea!" he rattled, "give me some rum! *

9
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His wife ran with a glass and he gulped it down, but he

didn*t taste anything.

"I want rum, not water!" he rasped. "Give me some rum!"

*That is rum, Paulino!* the woman said, frightened.

"It f s water! I want rum, do you hear!*

The woman ran back and got the demijohn. He gulped down

two glasses but felt nothing in his throat.

"This is bad," he muttered. He looked at his foot which

was livid and had a gangrenous lustre. The flesh was puffed up

around the tight binding like a huge sausage. The explosive

pains were constant and reached his groin now. The awful dry-

ness in his throaty heated by his breathing, increased. When

he tried to straighten up, he vomited violently and leaned on

the wheel lor half a minute.

He had to do something so he went down to the shore and

got in a canoe. Sitting in the stem, he paddled out into the

Parana. The current around Iguaztf runs six miles per hour, and

it would carry him to Tacurij-PaciS in less than five hours.

Straining, he was able to reach the middle of the river,

but then his hands, deadened, let the paddle fall into the canoe.

He vomited blood and glanced at the sun, already behind the

forest.

His leg, now a hard, deformed mass up to the middle of

his thigh, broke through his trousers. He cut the handkerchief

and his trousers with his knife. His lower abdomen was swollen
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with livid spots and hurt him terribly. He thought he could

not get to Tacuru-Pacu alone and decided to ask his compadre

Alves for help, even though they had been on unfriendly terms

for some time.

The current flowed now toward the Brasilian shore, and

it was easy to land. He dragged himself up the trail but after

a few yards, fell down exhausted.

"Alves I" he shouted with all the strength he had.

There was no answer.

"Alves, please help met" he shouted again, raising his

head up*

No answer. The jungle was silent.

He had enough strength to get back to the canoe. The

current caught it and propelled it swiftly adrift.

The Parana runs through a gorge whose walls are more

than 300 feet high and enclose the river in gloom. The banks

are strewn with boulders of dark basalt. A dark forest rises

above the banks. The swirling, muddy water rushes headlong

through the dismal gorge. The landscape is aggressive and

deathly silent. At sundown, its calm, somber beauty has a

unique grandeur.

The sun had just set when, half-stretched out in the

bottom of the canoe, he had a violent chill. Suddenly, he

raised his head with effort and was surprised. He felt better.

His leg hurt him less and he wasn*t so thirsty. His chest was
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clear now and he was breathing slowly.

The venom was leaving. He felt almost well. He lacked

the strength to move his hand* but counted on the fall of the

dew to make him completely well. He calculated that within three

hours he would be in TacurtS-PaciS.

He felt better and better. He became drowsy and his

memory wandered. There was no feeling in his leg nor in his

stomach. Would his old buddy* Gaona* still be living in Tacuru-

PaciS? Would he see his old boss* Mr. Dougald...and the mill

clerk?

He wondered if he would arrive soon. To the west the sky

opened in a golden screen. The river glowed. From the Para-

guayan shore* darkened now* the evening freshness of the forest

came across the river with odors of orange blossom and wild

honey. High overhead* a pair of macaws crossed silently toward

Paraguay.

The canoe drifted rapidly on the golden river. At times

it spun in a flashing whirlpool. He felt better all the time and

wondered exactly how long it had been since he had seen his old

boss y Bougald. Three years? No f not that long. Two years...

nine months? Maybe. Eight and a half months? That was it.

Suddenly he realized he was paralyzed up to his chest*

He wondered what was wrong. His breathing.•.

Was it Lorenzo Cabilla* the man who received the logs

for Mr* Dougald, that he had met in Puerto Esperanza on a
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Holy Friday###was it Friday...or Thursday.••

He stretched his fingers slowly#

"Thursday# • •
**

His breathing stopped#



The Roof

In the territory of Misiones the present town of San

Ignacio is built on the ruins of the old town, which was once

important in the Jesuit empire* It consists of a number of

dwellings hidden from each other by the forest# Beyond the ruins

on an exposed hill stand a few cement houses bleached by lime and

the sun* There is a fine view from the hill of the Yabeberf

Valley at sunset* There are more stores in the town than are

needed; whenever a new road is opened, a Spaniard, German, or

Arab opens a store at the crossroads. The municipal govern-

ment Council, Commissary, Justice of the Peace, and a co-

educational school is located in a two block area* A color-

ful note is provided by an old bar in the ruins now overgrown by

the forest* It was opened in the days of the yerba mat£ fever

when the overseers would come down the Alto Parana on their way

to Posadas and eagerly stop off in San Ignacio to wink fondly

over a bottle of whiskey.

Wot all the civil authorities had their offices in town*

Orgaz» the district clerk, kept his office in his house, located

half a league midway between the ruins and the new port, on a

magnificent plateau which he alone enjoyed.

He had a wooden house* The roof was shingled with an

aromatic wood —* a suitable construction if the wood is seasoned*

When Orgaz put his roof up* however > the shingles had only re-

cently been cut# After he had nailed them down* the ends came

14
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loose and curled upward, giving a bristly look to the roof.

When it rained, Orgaz would move his bed eight or nine times,

and his furniture became streaked with whitish rills of water.

The bristly roof absorbed his energies for four years,

scarcely leaving him time to work in the heat of the day on his

fence wires, or go into the forest and return in a couple of days,

his hair matted with leaves.

Orgaz was a man of the forest who spoke little but

listened with profound attention which at times bordered on in-

solence. He wasn f t loved in the town, but he was respected. In

spite of his absolute democracy, his brotherhood, and his josh-

ing with planters and government officials all of them cor-

rectly dressed in breeches there was a wall of ice that sepa-

rated him from them. One could not find the slightest indication

of pride in anything he did, yet it was pride that was attributed

to him.

There were reasons for this. During the first days after

his arrival in San Ignacio, when he had not yet begun his offi-

cial duties and was living alone on the plateau constructing his

bristly roof, he received a note from the school superintendent

asking him to pay a visit. The superintendent was of course

flattered to bestow the honors of his school on a man as cultured

as Orgaz*

He started out the next morning dressed in blue trousers,

boots, and his usual linen shirt. Crossing through the forest,
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he caught a huge lizard, and wishing to keep it alive, he tied

a liana vine to its stomach* He came out of the forest with a

torn sleeve, and dragging the lizard by the tail, he approached

the school gate where the superintendent and the teachers \*ere

waiting for him.

Bouix’s burros helped to make Orgaz famous in those

days*

Bouix was a Frenchman who had lived in the area for

thirty years and thought he owned it. He allowed his stock

to wander on his neighbors* wretched farm lands, ruining them.

The dumbest animal in his herd knew how to nudge the fence wires

until they loosened. When barbed wire was introduced in the

country, his burros would throw themselves under the lowest

wire and wriggle around to the other side. No one complained

because Bouix was Justice of the Peace in San Ignacio.

By the time Orgaz arrived Bouix was no longer justice,

but his burros ignored the fact and continued trotting along

the roads after dark, searching for tender crops which they

would spy through the fence wires with their lips quivering and

ears pricked up.

When the burros overran Qrgaz* land, he bore it patiently*

He tightened his fences and several times when the burros entered

his tent at night, he ran out naked through the dew to chase them

away. Finally he went to see Bouix who excitedly called his

children together and told them to see that the burros didn’t
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bother "poor Sr. Orgaz." But the burros kept running loose and

twice more Orgaz had to go to the sullen Frenchman who said he

was sorry and summoned his children, with no better result than

before.

Orgaz then put a sign upt BEWARE! POISON GRASS!

Nothing happened for ten days. Then one night he heard

the burros coming quietly up the plateau. A little while later,

he heard them chomping the leaves of his uprooted palms. Losing

his patience, he ran out naked and shot the first one he found.

The next day he sent a boy to inform Bouix that a dead

burro had been found that morning at his place. Bouix himself

wouldn*t come over to see, but he sent his oldest son, a big,

surly fellow with dark complexion. As the sullen youth entered

the main gate, he saw the sign and became angry. He walked up

the plateau where Orgaz stood waiting for him with his hands in

his pockets. Barely greeting him, the boy walked around the

burro twice, looking at it from all sides.

HLooks like he was killed last night,,,," he muttered.

"Wonder how?"

In the middle of its neck as plain as day was the enor-

mous, glistening bullet wound.

"Who knows.•*probably poisoned** Orgaz replied* quietly,

without taking his hands from his pockets.

The burros were never seen again on Orgaz* land*
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During Qrgaz* first year in office as district clerk* all

San Ignacio was against him for flouting custom and setting up

his office half a league from town. There, in his bungalow in

a small room with a dirt floor, darkened by the porch and a large

orange tree that almost blocked the entrance, his clients would

have to wait invariably for ten minutes, because either he wasn't

there or his hands were covered with tar. He would jot their in-

formation down hurriedly on a scrap of paper and leave the office

ahead of them to climb back up on the roof.

Actually, the roof was his main job during his first four

years in Misiones* It rains so much there that even a double

zinc roof is put to the test. And Orgaz had constructed his roof

with shingles soaked by a whole autumn of rain* The sun and

humidity made the plants shoot straight up, but made the shingles

curl on their ends, giving the roof a bristly look.

Viewed from the dark rooms below, the dark wood roof was

the lightest part of the house because each shingle, curled on

its end, functioned as a skylight* There were marks all over the

roof where Orgaz had filled the cracks with a minium compound

not where it merely leaked, but where the water poured in over

his bed. But the strangest thing was the pieces of cord he had

used to caulk the roof. Weighted down by the tar, they had come

loose and hung immobile, reflecting streaks of light like snakes*

Orgaz tried everything* wedges, plaster, cement, glue,

and sawdust and tar* After two years of trial and error during
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which he was unable to enjoy, like his primitive ancestors,

shelter from the rain and the night, he hit upon the combina-

tion of burlap and tar. It was a real find. He switched from

the ineffective cement and sawdust mach£ to this black substance.

Anyone on his way to the office or to the port would see

him on the roof* After each repair job> he would wait for it to

rain and observe his work. The old skylights would hold* but

new cracks would open and drip in the latest spot where he had

placed his bed*

While he was struggling on little money to achieve the

oldest ideal of man a roof to shelter him from the rain he

received a surprise one day.

XXX

His office hours were from seven to eleven. We have

already seen how he fulfilled his duties. When he was in the

forest or at the manioc patch, a boy would call him by starting

the motor of the ant-killing machine. Orgaz would come up the

slope with a hoe on his shoulder, or with a machete dangling

from his hand, hoping it was eleven o*clock. Past eleven nothing

could get him into his office.

One time 9 while Orgaz was climbing down from his roof,

the bell at the front gate rang. He looked at his watchs five

past eleven. Calmly, he walked over to the trough of the grind-

stone to wash his hands. He paid no attention to the boy who

came up to hims
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"Someone*s here, patron."

"Tell him to come back tomorrow."

"I told him, but he says he # s the inspector from the

Justice Department."

"Well tell him to wait a minute," Orgaz said. He con-

tinued rubbing grease on his forearms which were black with tar.

He frowned deeply.

He had reasons to be worried.

He had sought the appointments of Justice of the Peace

and District Clerk to make a living. He had no love for his

work and could just as well administer justice seated on the edge

of a table with a monkey wrench in his hands. The records were

a nightmare. He was supposed to enter in duplicate each birth,

death, and marriage. Half the time the motor called him to his

farm work, and the other half he was interrupted while experi-

menting with a cement on his roof in order that he might have a

dry bed. He would jot the statistics down on the first piece of

paper he found and rush from the office.

There was also the never-ending task of calling in wit-

nesses to verify the records. Each peasant would give the name

of some unknown person who never came out of the forest. Orgaz

tried to meet these problems as best he could during his first

year of work, but they wore on him.

"They f re clean, " he said to himself as he finished

washing the tar from his arms and held them out before him*
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**l*ll be lucky if I get out of this..."

He entered the dark office where the inspector was

scrutinizing the messy table 9 the two chairs 9 the dirt floor9

and a sock that the rats had carried up to the rafters.

The inspector was not unaware of who Orgaz was 9 and for

a while they talked on different subjects* But when the in-

spector got down to businessi it was another matter*

In those days the records were kept in the local offices

and were inspected once a year* At least that was the way it

was supposed to be* Actually9 years went by four in the case

of Orgaz without their being inspected* Of the twenty-four

record books that the inspector found 9 twelve had no witnesses

and twelve were blank.

Slowly he thumbed through the books 9 without raising

his eyes# Orgaz sat silently at the end of the table* The in-

spector didn # t miss a single page; one by one he slowly turned

the blank sheets* There was no other sign of life in the tense

room than the implacable rustling of the pages as they were

turned and the ceaseless movement of Orgaz* boot*

"Okay,** the inspector said finally, Hand where are the

records for these twelve blank books?"

Turning half-way around, Orgaz picked up a cracker can

and without saying a word, turned the can over, cluttering the

table with assorted bits of paper, especially pieces of wrapping

paper that contained remnants of his dried plant collection.
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Those little pieces of paper, written on with the red, yellow,

and blue grease pencils used to mark timber in the forest, made

a pretty display, and the inspector looked at them for a moment.

Then he looked at Orgaz.

"Well,** he said, "this is the first time I*ve seen

records like these. For two years no witnesses. And the rest

in the can. There’s nothing more for me to do here, is there?"

But looking at Orgaz' hands and work-hardened features

he said, "See here! You haven't even taken the trouble to

change the age of your only two witnesses. One is always twenty-

four and the other thirty-six, for four years and twenty-four

books. And this carnival of papers.... You're a state employee.

The state pays you to do a job, doesn't it?"

"Yes," Orgaz replied.

"Well, you don't deserve your job a day longer for this

kind of work. Now listen," he said, looking at his watch.

"Three days from now I*ll be in Posadas. Igo to bed on board

the boat at eleven. I want you to finish these records and bring

them to me by ten Saturday night. If you don't, you'll regret

it. Is that clear?"

"Yes," answered Orgaz.

He went to the gate with the inspector who gruffly said

goodby and rode off at a gallop*

Orgaz walked slowly* back up the volcanic slope. The

prospect before him was blacker than the patches of tar on his
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steaming roof. He calculated the time needed for each entry,

the time needed to save his job and continue with his problems

of waterproofing. His only income was what the state paid him to

keep the register up to date. He had almost lost it and would

have to regain their good will*

He decided to wash all the tar off his hands, and he sat

down at the table to finish the twelve books of the register*

But he couldn't do it alone* He would have the boy dictate to

him*

He liras a Polish boy, twelve years old, red-headed and

covered with freckles. His eyelashes were so blond that they

weren't visible in profile. He always wore a cap pulled low

because the light hurt his eyes. He worked for Orgaz and cooked

the same dish every day which they ate together under the orange

tree.

But the experimental oven the little Pole cooked on

wasn*t working, so his mother had to bring roasted manioc every

morning to the plateau*

Sitting face to face in the dark office, hot as a

barbecue pit, they worked without moving, Orgaz naked from the

waist up and the boy with his cap pulled down to his nose* For

three days nothing was heard but the schoolboy voice of the

little Pole and the bass voice of Orgaz answering it* From time

to time they would eat some biscuits or some manioc without

interrupting their work. They worked until nightfall when Orgaz,
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gripping his waist or stretching out his hands in fatigue,

dragged himself around the bamboos to bathe.

The north wind blew steadily and the air under the roof

of the office rippled with heat. The dirt room was the only

shaded spot on the plateau. From inside they could see the sand

shimmering beneath the orange tree. Xt seemed to hum in the

heavy afternoon.

After Orgaz* bath, they began again* They carried the

table outside. The air was stifling and everything liras quiet.

The palms stood rigid and black in the darkness. They worked

on the records by the light of a storm lantern. Silky, multi-

colored butterflies fell at the base of the lantern and swarmed

over the open pages making the work difficult. These butterflies

are beautiful on a close night in Misiones but they did not seem

so when they clung to Orgaz* pen. He could barely hold it now

and couldn’t let go of it either.

During the last two days he slept four hours. The final

night he didn’t sleep at all but stayed alone on the plateau

among the palms, butterflies, and storm lantern. The sky was

low and heavy and he could feel it on his forehead. Late in the

night he thought he heard through the silence a deep and distant

rumble, the roar of rain over the forest. That afternoon it had

been dark on the southeast horizon.

WI hope the Yabeberf isn’t up to its old tricks, 11 he

said to himself, looking off into the darkness.
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Dawn came and Orgaz went back into the office. He set

the lantern in a corner of the room. He forgot to put it out

and it cast a light on the floor around. He continued writing

alone. The Pole woke up at ten and started helping. At two

o’clock Orgaz* his face greasy and earthen colored* threw down

his pen and slumped forward on his arms. He remained still a

long while and seemed not to breathe.

He had finished. In sixty-three hours during the white

heat of the day and the gloom of the night* he had completed the

twenty-four books of the register. But he had missed the one

o’clock boat for Posadas. He would have to go on horseback.

Orgaz studied the weather as he saddled his horse. The

sky was white and the sun* though veiled by clouds* burned like

fire. A feeling of humidity and hot, wet jungle arose from the

stair-stepped hills of Paraguay and the river basin to the south-

east. All along the horizon thunderheads streaked the sky* but

in San Ignacio it was suffocatingly hot. Orgaz trotted and

galloped toward Posadas. He came down the hill of the new ceme-

tery and entered the Yabebirf Valley. The river was at flood

stage. He waited for the raft and noticed the wash of gurgling

twigs and branches clinging to the bank.

"Rising* tt the raftsman said. "It rained a lot last

night and this morning to the east."

"Further down?" Orgaz asked.
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"Rained hard.

He hadn f t been mistaken then in hearing the roar of

rain over the distant forest the night before* Not tranting to

cross the Qarupa whose sudden floods were as treacherous as those

of the Yabebirf, he rode up the slopes of Loreto at a gallop,

shattering his horse*s hoofs on the basalt rocks* On top an

immense region stretched into view. The whole southeast sky was

swollen with blue water and the flooded forest was veiled in pale,

smoky mists. The sun had gone and a slight breeze came through

the asphyxiating stillness. There was water in the air, the

deluge that follows a drought. Orgaz passed through Santa Ana

at a gallop and rode into Candelaria.

He had had a hunch that the &arup£ would be clogged from

the four days of bad weather. It was impossible to ford it or

cross it on a raft. The banks were masses of floating debris

and the channel was a whirling torrent of sticks and water.

He wondered what he should do. It was five in the after-

noon. Another five hours and the inspector would be on the boat

asleep. He would have to reach the Parana and take the first

dugout he found.

As the afternoon grew dim under the threats of a monster

storm, Grgaz started down the Parana in a leaky canoe patched

with a strip of tin and shipping water continuously.

The canoeman paddled sluggishly for awhile in the middle

of the river, but under the influence of the rum he had bought
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with the money Orgaz had given him in advance payment, he

started muttering and zigzagging* Orgaz grabbed the paddle just

&s a gust of cool, almost wintry, wind cut across the river and

left it looking like a grater* The rain had now hidden the Ar-

gentine shore from view, and as the first big drops fell, Orgaz

thought of the records in the cloth suitcase* He took off his

coat and shirt and wrapped them around the records* He gripped

the paddle tightly. The Indian, frightened by the approaching

storm, steadied himself* Together they held the canoe in the

middle of the river as the deluge swept over them in white

mists, cutting visibility to a few yards*

Orgaz tried to stay in mid-stream because it was easier

going» but the wind increased and the Paran£, which is wide as

a sea between Candelaria and Posadas, rose in huge waves* He

sat on the records in an effort to keep them from the water that

was pounding the tin and filling the canoe* He was growing weak»

and no longer caring if he arrived late in Posadas, he turned

toward the shore* The canoe, filled with water and tossing in

the waves* miraculously didn*t capsize*

The rain continued in torrents. The two men got out of

the canoe soaked to the bone and weak. They climbed up the bank

and saw a livid shadow a short way off. Orgaz frowned and ran

toward it, hugging the books that had been saved*

It was an old shed that had been used to dry bricks*

Orgaz sat down on a stone in the middle of the ashes* The Indian
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squatted patiently in the entrance, his head in his hands,

waiting for the rain to stop. The rain, beating on the zinc

roof, was increasing its rhythm to a dizzy roar.

Orgaz stared into the interminable day. It seemed like

a month since he had left San Ignacio. The Yabebirf rising..•

the roasted manioc.••the night he spent alone, writing.••the

burning sand for twelve hours.

It all seemed far, far away. He was wet and his stomach

hurt him terribly. He wanted to sleep but even if he had time

it would have been impossible because the ashes were crawling

with fleas. He pulled off his boots and emptied the water out

of them. He put them back on and went over to the door to look

at the weather.

The rain had stopped suddenly. The evening became still

and suffocatingly damp. He knew it would rain again during the

night so he decided to go to Posadas at once and started off on

foot.

He calculated the distance at three or four miles. In

normal weather it would have been an easy walk, but tired as he

was, he slipped constantly on the wet clay. It was pitch black

all around him. In the distance he could see the glare of

lights from Posadas.

The lack of sleep tormented him and buzzed in his brain

which felt like it would explode# He had had more than enough

of this weariness and all that had gone with it. But he felt
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content* What he had gone through was insignificant compared

to his satisfaction at having reinstated himself even if it

was before a justice inspector* He wasn’t born to be a public

official* Yet in his heart he felt the sweet warmth that com-

forts a man when he has worked hard to complete a simple task,

and he continued advancing, block after block, until he saw the

light of the street lamps, not as a reflection in the sky but

coming from the carbon arcs which blinded him*

xxx

The hotel clock struck ten as the inspector, shutting

his suitcase, saw a pale figure covered with mud appear in the

doorway and cling to the doorjamb to keep from collapsing*

The inspector looked at him dumbfounded* When Orgaz

walked in and set his books on the table, the inspector recog-

nized him, but didn’t understand what he was doing there at

that hour and in that condition*

all this?" he said* pointing to the record

books*

"You told me to finish them, 1* Orgaz said-

Looking at him for a moment, the inspector remembered

the scene in the office and began to laugh, slapping Orgaz on

the shoulder* **l told you to bring them here just to be telling

you something! Man, were you foolish! You shouldn’t have done

it!

XXX
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Orgaz told me this story one hot noon on his roof as

he was putting burlap and tar between the aromatic shingles*

He said nothing when he was through* It had happened

a number of years before and I don’t know what there was at

that time in his civil register and in his cracker can* But

considering the reception Orgaz got that night, I wouldn’t

have wanted to be the inspector of those books for anything*



The Slap

Acosta, steward of the Meteoro which made the trip to

the Upper Parana twice a month, knew that the river current

couldn*t cause as much trouble as a bottle of rum in a sawmill.

His experience with Korner proved it.

No rum was allowed in the mills of the Upper Parana

and none of the stores sold it. There is bitterness and resent-

ment among the peons in the mills and it*s not good to stir them

up. Give each worker a little rum and in two hours time even

the most tightly controlled mill would have to be shut down.

Acosta didn*t want trouble of this kind so he exercised

his genius in petty contraband by selling drinks to the peons

on the boat as it left each port. The captain knew it as well

as the passengers, most of whom were the owners and managers of

the mills. But the sharp fellow from Corrientes never sold too

much and everything went the way he wanted it.

One day* however, he flirted with trouble when some

noisy peons pressed him and he gave in to them. They were in

high spirits and they broke into a dizzy dance, throwing trunks

and guitars into the air. The racket was terrible. The captain

and most of the passengers came down and a new dance was

necessary this time with the whip cracking on the wildest

heads. This was routine for the captain and his blows were

strong and swift. The brawl stopped immediately, but even so

31
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he tied the most troublesome peon to the main mast and every-

thing returned to normal.

Now it was Acosta’s turn. The owner of the mill in

whose port the steamer had stopped, confronted him* "This is

all your fault. For a lousy ten cents you ruin the peons and

all hell breaks loose."

The steward hedged like a good mestizo.

"Shut up! Aren’t you ashamed!" Korner broke in. "For

=t lousy ten cents., .when we get to Posadas, I’ll tell Mitain. M

Mitain was the owner of the Meteoro, but Acosta couldn’t

have cared less and lost his patience* "You stay out of this...

it’s none of your business...if you don’t like it you can tell

anybody you want...in my work I’ll do as I please."

"We*!! see!" shouted Korner going toward the upper

deck. Over the bronze railing on the passageway he saw the peon

tied to the mast. Perhaps there was a look of irony on the

prisoner’s face. He was sure of it when he recognized the

pointed mustache and cold eyes of the little Indian. He was

the peon whom he had had trouble with three months previously.

He walked over to the mast in a rage. The Indian looked

at him with his little smile.

"So it’s you!" Korner said. "You’re always in ray way!

I told you to stay clear of the mill* but you’ve been there,

haven’t you, buddy!"

The peon just watched him with his little smile, as if
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he didn*t hear. Blind with rage, Korner slapped him twice across

the face.

"There, buddy! That # s how we treat fellows like you!"

The peon, livid, stared at Korner and said: "You just

wait...."

Korner felt a new impulse to make the peon take back the

threat, but restrained himself, and left cursing the steward for

the trouble in the mills.

Acosta wondered how he could get back at Korner, his

red face, big tongue, and damn mill.

It didn't take long. On the return trip, he slipped a

couple of bottles of rum to the peons who got off in Puerto Pro-

fundidad, Korner*s port. The peons, who were noisier than usual,

put the rum in their trunks. That night a fire broke out in the

mill.

For two months, every boat that came down the river and

stopped at Puerto Profundidad after the Meteoro had passed,

picked up four or five wounded. Korner, out of his mind, wasn*t

able to catch the rum smuggler or the firebrand. After a while,

Acosta thought it liras wise to stop and the brawling ended. The

revenge and profit over Korner*s bald head had been good for the

fellow from Corrientes.

Two years passed. The peon who had been slapped worked

in several mills but was not allowed to enter Puerto Profundidad.
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Corner’s hatred for him and the incident on the Meteoro had

left the peon in little favor with the officials. He was over-

come with native laziness and spent a lot of time in Posadas,

drifting and living by his pointed mustache iirhich set the house-

maids* hearts afire. His short-cut mane of hair, unusual in the

north, was plastered with oil and strong lotions and excited the

women.

One day he decided he would accept the first contract he

could get and go back up the Parana* He was strong and could pay

his debt off quickly. He went down to the port where everybody

went who wanted to work upriver and tried to get passage. It

was no use. He was accepted in every mill except Puerto Pro-

fundidad. Discouraged, he went back to Posadas and spent months

in debauchery, his mustache reeking with perfumes.

Three more years passed. During this time he went up

the Parana only once and decided it was much easier to work in

Posadas than in the forest. Though he was still tired, not in

his arms but in his legs, he liked it*

He spent his time in Bajada and the port rather than in

other parts of Posadas. He stayed in that peon quarter, going

from one woman’s hut to another, gambling, and visiting the

port to celebrate the daily noisy departure of the peons* In

the evenings he hung around the nickle dance halls.

"Hey man!" the peons shouted. "You like dancing better

than the axe! Heeey.••"

The little Indian smiled, pleased with his mustache and
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shiny long hair.

One day, however, he overheard some agents making offers

to a group of peons who had recently come into port. They

talked of leasing Puerto Cabriuva. This was close to the Guayra

falls, in the area that Korner managed. There was a lot of wood

in a ravine and they needed people. Pay was good and there was

some rum.

Three days later the same peons, who had arrived ex-

hausted from nine months in the mills, boarded the steamer.

They had gone on a spree during the past forty-eight hours and

had blown two hundred pesos of advance pay.

They were surprised to see the good-looking fellow

among them.

wNo more fiestas, eh friendt Back to the axe, you son-

of-a-gun!n

They arrived in Puerto Cabriuva and were assigned to

the rafts.

The seven peons spent two months in the burning sun

moving logs down from the upper part of the ravine to the river.

They used pole pikes and worked strung out in a line, straining

until the muscles stood out in their necks.

The river was twenty feet deep in this area* For several

hours at a time they would swim in it, joining and towing logs,

with only their arras and heads above water. At the end of four

to six hours, a worker climbed up on a raft, or rather was hauled
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up, half-frozen. The administration always kept a little rum on

hand for such situations, the only times it departed from the

rule. Each man would take a drink and return to the water.

The peon did his part in this rough wnrk and went down

with the huge float to Puerto Profundidad. This was what he

had waited for. In the commissary they either didn’t recognize

him or else they turned their backs on account of the urgency of

the work. As soon as the raft was beached, the peon, along \fith

three others, was put in charge of a mule train to a station a

few miles inland. That was all the peon wanted. The next

morning he left driving the mule train down the main trail.

The day was very hot. The red trail shimmered in the

sun between the walls of forest. The silence of the jungle

seemed to increase the heaviness of the atmosphere on the vol-

canic sand. The air was still and the birds were quiet. The

leaden sun hushed the cicadas, and the mules, haloed with horse-

flies, plodded listlessly down the trail, their heads drooping

from fatigue and the light.

At one o*clock the peons stopped for mate. A few

moments later they saw their boss coming toward them on the

trail. He came alone on horseback and was wearing his large

pith helmet. Korner stopped and asked the nearest peon some

questions. Suddenly he recognized the little Indian bending

over the kettle.

His sweaty face reddened as he stood up in the saddle.

"Youl What are you doing here!" he shouted furiously.
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The Indian rose slowly.

"You're not very polite, are you?** he said, walking up

to his boss.

Korner pulled out a pistol and fired but missed, as the

Indian knocked the gun into the air with a backhand sweep of his

machete, severing Korner*s index finger as it held the trigger.

The Indian threw him to the ground and fell on him.

The other peons were astonished at their companion*s

boldness.

"Move along!" he ordered them in a muffled voice without

turning his head. They disappeared down the trail with the

mules.

Holding him on the ground, the peon got Korner*s knife

and threw it away. He then jumped up with his bosses deerhide

whip in his hand.

"Get up!" he ordered.

Korner rose, bloody and humiliated. He started to fight

back, but the whip struck him so hard on the face that he was

knocked to the ground.

"Get up! H the peon ordered again.

Korner got up.

"Now walk!”

Enraged, Korner tried to come at him again, and the

whip, with dry and terrible force, lashed across his back.

"Walk! "

Korner walked. His humiliation, which had pushed him to
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the verge of a stroke, his bleeding hand and his fatigue, had

conquered him, and he kept walking. Out at intervals his anger

would get the best of him and he would stop and threaten. The

peon dldn*t seem to hear; the whip fell again with terrible

force on Korner*s neck.

"Move t **

They went down the trail toward the river, both silent,

the peon walking slightly behind. The sun burned Korner*s

head, boots, and feet. The silence, as in the morning, was per-

vaded by the same indistinct humming of the torpid jungle. Only

from time to time, the whip cracked on Korner*s back.

"Walk!»

For five hours, kilometer after kilometer, Korner drank

the dregs of humiliation and pain. Wounded, unable to breathe,

and ready to collapse, he tried several times to stop. The

peon said nothing, but the whip would crack and Korner would

start walking again.

In order to get out of the sun and also to avoid the

commissary, they took a smaller trail that led to the Parana.

Korner had lost his last chance of help and he fell to the

ground, unwilling to take another step. The i/hip, wielded by

an arm accustomed to the axe, started to fall.

«Get going! **

At the fifth blow Korner got up. Every twenty steps

for the next fifteen minutes, he was whipped savagely on the
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back and the neck. He staggered, dazed.

Finally they reached the river and followed the bank

until they came to the raft. Korner had to climb on and crawl

to the opposite side inhere, his last strength gone, he collapsed,

head in arms.

The peon came up to him.

"This is so you*ll know how to greet people...and this

is for the way you slap people..."

With terrible monotony the whip lashed Korner*s head

and neck, tearing off bloody locks of hair.

Korner lay still. The peon cut the moorings and got

into a canoe. He tied one end of it to the raft and then

paddled hard. Though he exerted little force on the huge mass

of logs, the initial pull was enough. The raft twisted wildly

and caught the current. The peon cut the rope.

The sun had set. Two hours before it was burning hot,

now it was cool and deathly quiet. The raft drifted and spun

under a sky which was still green. It entered the transparent

darkness of the Paraguayan shore to reappear again, just a dot.

The peon drifted at an angle toward Brasil where he

would have to stay from now on.

*♦l*ll be a fugitive," he muttered to himself as he tied

a strip of cloth around his aching wrist. With an icy glance at

the doomed raft, he said between clenched teeth:

"But he*s through slapping people, the xvhite son-of-a-

bitch! H



III. EXPOSITION

Quiroga's Idea of the Short Story

The objective, narrative technique of Quiroga's writing

has been neatly outlined by the author himself. Quiroga held

definite ideas about the short story which reflect his life-

long preoccupation with dominating his experience and his

materials t "Trate finalmente de probar que as i corao la vida

no es un juego cuando se tiene conciencia de ella, tampoco lo

es la expresi&i artfstica." *

Critical consensus designates Quiroga*s Parana period

as the one in which his style crystallized and achieved its

maximum expression* However, his earliest writings indicate

that his essential style flowered almost from the moment he

took up his pen* At eighteen he was writing the terse sentences

that conveyed his brand of inner experience. Thus in the

sentence *‘|due triste es el pesimisrao twe find both the emo-

tional sadness that sometimes overcame him and the suggestion

that he would rid himself of such feeling for its opposite, or

at least a different, experience. In another sentence we find

expression of Quiroga f s lifelong fluctuation between inner and

outer experiences "Los nervios no reflejan el exteriors sus

vibraciones so agotan en el vac£o, perdiendose en el silencio

que mi espfritu encierra.And in describing a bicycle acci-

cent, Quiroga resorts to the intense but simple style with

40
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which he often portrayed action: H Quedo cinco minutos sin poder

U
mover la pierna derecha. w

Scattered, throughout several short essays are his

notions on brevity, intensity, and movement as the essence of

the short story. Adjectives must be held to a minimum and

nothing must interfere with the story as it moves like an

arrow to its mark:

Luch£ por que el cuento...tuviera una sola l£nea, trazada

por una tnano sin temblor desde el principio al fin. Nin-

gun obstaculo, adorno o digresi<Sn deb£a acudir a aflojar
la tension de su hilo. El evento era, para el fin que
le es intrfnseco, una flecha que, cuidadosamente apuntada,
parte del arco para ir a dar directamente en el bianco.
Cuantas mariposas trataran de posarse sobre ella para
adornar su vuelo, no conseguirfan sino entorpecerlo. Eso

es lo que me en demostrar, dando al cuento lo que
es del cuento, y al verso su virtud esencial.*

It is worthwhile to make the comparison between Quiroga's idea

of trajectory in the short story and the similar idea that

critics express in discussing Hemingway's styles

Hemingway keeps his writing on a linear plane. He holds

the
A urity of his line by moving in one direction, ignoring

sidetracks and avoiding structural complications. By pre-
senting a succession of images, each of which has its

brief moment when it commands the reader*s undivided atten-

tion, he achieves his special vividness and fluidity.

In keeping with, the sober and concise style advocated by

Quiroga, the writer should not work M ...bajo el imperio de la

emocidn,** but rather should let the emotion die and evoke it

afterwards. 7
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Quiroga offers us an interesting insight into the

difference between the novel and the short story when he says,

El cuentista tiene la capacidad de sugerir mas de lo que
dice. El novelista para un efecto igual, requiere mucho

mas espacio. Si no es del todo exacta la definicidn d©
sfntesis para la obra del cuentista, y de analisis para
la del novelista, nada raejor puede hallarse.

What Quiroga feared in any extended form of literature was the

diminution of intensity that he considered to be the heart of

the short storys ”En un cuento diluido, como en un perfume

muy licuado, no se percibe ya la intensidad esencial que con-

stituxa su virtud y su encanto.”2

Some of Quiroga*s profoundest thoughts on the short

story touch Ills metaphysical creation, and show hoxtr he was con-

cerned with paring away externals to get at the internal matter.

He thought that it was not necessary to reproduce the colorful

dialect or speech of the region one was writing about. Adorn-

ment meant nothing unless a "ereaci6n previa" liras present,

mattered was not the actual language of a person, but his

determinate psychology, how his "soul" reacted in a typical

circumstance. duiroga believed that a sustained use of dialect

made a boring narrative and he advocated a restrained use of

regional speech.

It was always the "creacidn previa” Quiroga sought, in

his life as well as in his writing. He wanted to tear away the

veil of time and history in order to reach the original condition*
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the primal pulse, of man. He thought it was not necessary to

employ the conventional beginning, middle, and end in a story.

Una escena trunca, un incident©, una simple situaci<sn

sentimental, moral o ©spiritual, poseer* elementos de

sobra para realiaar con ellos un cuento. *

This of course is close to the poetic process, but it

also seems like an excuse for much of what was bad writing in

Quiroga. Most of his stories reveal no attempt on his part to

follow rules of grammar. Syntax is unimportant, as is a con-

tinually logical connection between people and things. Quiroga,

it might be said, wrote badly but well. His writing is crude

at times and gives the impression of never having been looked at

again by the author, once it was finished. It is the statement

of a man who had disavowed a polished, superficial world.

Nothing mattered to Quiroga except the sense of life he

was after. Words and external structure were not of prime

consideration. Rather, language and structure were to be deter-

mined by the story itself. What liras needed was "coraje para

contar M and the reoioval of any literary frame between the author

and his objects!

Cuenta como si el relato no tuviera interns mas que para
el pequeno ambiente de tus personajes, de los que pudiste
haber sido uno. No de otro raodo se obtiene la vida en

el cuento.
12

This is not to 3ay that Quiroga’s stories are deficient
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in form and language. Far from it. Many of his stories are

structural gems and almost all of them contain creative phrasing.

But the language and structure came as a result of the "creaci<Sn

previa s** they were a penetration of the metaphysical substance

of creation. With his "coraje para contar" Quiroga fought

against "la ret<srica, el adocenamiento, la cursilerfa y la mala

fe artfsticas...a fin de devolver al arte lo que es del arte y

el resto a la navidad retorica."*^

An Interpretation of the Translated Stories

The story "Adrift" is one of Quiroga # s earliest stories

of the Parana experience (1912) and one of his best. It is also

perhaps the one which best exemplifies his idea of the short

story. It is concise, lineal, and intense. We sense the arroi*

going to its target. Everything is reduced to the essential ex-

perience, the essential action. As Rodrfguez Monegal says of

it, "...nada sobra, nada faita tampoco. wl s The reader almost has

the impression that it is not a story, so completely does it

transcend its formal structure. Only the action, sharp and

crystalline, commands our attention. There is the unfettered

movement of life which Quiroga sought; there is the inner identity,

the metaphysical penetration, of the central character. Each

sentence is plumbed with being, with life, but there is nothing

sloppy, unnecessary, redundant, debased, in short, nothing which

is not metaphysical.
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The reader is gripped instantly by the first line, "He

stepped on something 50ft...," which is the perfect interpene-

tration of the author, object, and reader. Carefully, but quickly,

the man's predicament worsens and there is a slight release of

tension in the story when he reaches his hut. But the tension

increases again in the poignant scene between the man and his

wife, especially when the man cannot taste the rum.

The story continues in alternating degrees of tension

that is manifested in corresponding images: a foot that is livid*

gangrenous* and puffed ups a groin that hurts; breathing that is

heated; and a man vomiting* The tension relaxes momentarily as

the man fumbles around in the canoe to move it out into the

middle of the river. The man makes a calculation* and for the

first time now, an objective description of something other than

the man's plight enters. With the highly effective sentence,

"He vomited blood and glanced at the sun* already behind the

forest," a new element is presented that of a metaphysical

nature hovering around the stricken man, which allows Qulroga

the artist to introduce an esthetic counterpoint to the domina-

ting action. But its voice is only stated and woven into the

whole. It never interferes. Immediately the leg bursts through

the trousers.

The tension again diminishes at the mention of Alves,

but quickly increases in the stark scene:

"Alves!" he shouted with all the strength he had.

There was no answer.
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"Alves, please help me!" he shouted again, raising his
head up#

No answer. The jungle was silent.

In effect, this passage constitutes an esthetic of sound, and

is an example of a story that suggests more than it says. One

hears the echo of each call and the silence when there is no

answer to the call# The fallen man, the sound, and the jungle

seem to merge#

The man fumbles again as he returns to his canoe and gets

back out into the Parang# The landscape now prevails as Quiroga

paints the river, rocks, gorge, forest, rushing muddy water,

death-land, and simple evening beauty. Again there is a relation

between the waning sun and the man's condition# One almost be-

lieves that the man is well#•.Again Quiroga invokes a symbolism

of nature and life by relating the dew to the man's health. But

now the reader becomes suspicious# The man is feeling too good

and his mind drifts as he recalls people and places#

At this point we momentarily lose sight of the man among

the figures of his buddies, his boss and the mill clerk# Out

with the one short sentence which opens the succeeding land-

scape "He wondered if he would arrive soon, 1* we see the

man in his canoe again# Immediately the landscape enters, trans-

figured in the evening beauty, fusing the land, the dying man,

and his nostalgic hope in exquisite rhythm and poise# The

sentence, "High overhead, a pair of macaws crossed silently
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toward Paraguay,” is a gem* capping the whole* Death is made

sentinel* it seems* to the stillness of being*

The story moves in high gear now with verbs of action and

space* “the sky opened*“ “the freshness came across** “the

macaws crossed,“ “the canoe drifted rapidly.” The element of

expansion is again matched by his condition that is tinged with

rambling memories and vague, stretching points of time*

Suddenly the man is paralyzed and knows that something is

wrong. And just as quickly* and poignantly, he lapses into

memory, which is now a doleful irony of euphoria and death*

wWa3 it Lorenzo Cabilla***? n The reader # s gaze centers on the

man*s fingers and he dies.

The greatness of this story lies in the juxtaposition of

life and death from the beginning to the end* While death

slowly diminishes the man, the story expands with life* the two

currents continually intermingling and fusing. Both currents

begin at the two little violet marks* one diminishing to the

point where the man can scarcely move his fingers, and the other

expanding to include the whole Parana landscape*

Quiroga never tells us the man*s name* This again

serves to reduce anything external and unnecessary that would

interfere with the essential, inward metaphysical condition*

When Quiroga*s creative technique is successful as it is in

this case, he makes inner life appear as outer life* In other

words, he collapses the fumbling distances of creation into one

act. Writer, story, and reader seem to fuse* It is perfect
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art. The amazing unity of the inter-working themes in this

story is set on an axle between the first phrase, MHe stepped

on something soft...”, and the last phrase, MHis breathing

stopped.” The exquisite tension between these two points

carries the body of the story.

XXX

"The Roof 1* is partly autobiographical, as many of

Quiroga*s Misiones stories are. Its peculiar tension is

derived from the activity of an official who had been remiss in

his duties and his attempt to complete an almost impossible

assignment within three days.

Insofar as intensity is concerned, the story is clearly

divided into two sections. The first is comparatively weak and

loose but proves a colorful sketch of the way Quiroga himself

probably lived in San Ignacio. However, this section is neces-

sary as a prelude to the second section and much of the humor

and tension in the latter is derived from the background given

in the first section.

Yet the story seems to begin with the inspector f s ulti-

matum. From this point on we expect definite action in contrast

to the rambling narrative of the first section. In this story

there is again the interplay of man and nature, the most common

theme of Quiroga*s Misiones stories. But this is a theme

common to the whole history of literature. What ranks Quiroga

among the best users of this theme is the humor, profundity,

and poetry with which he creates.
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Quiroga’s pattern for this theme is usually an indivi-

dual who, reduced to the barest necessities, is forced to cope

with an overwhelming nature. He either fails in the attempt, or

if he succeeds, he does so only through heroic exertion. Need-

less to say, the pattern is more or less that of Quiroga # s own

life.

In **The Roof*1 the theme is complicated ironically and

humorously by the question as to whether or not Orgaz can win

against the roof and nature. The fact that he is kept from

trying by the grinding business of earning a living throws him

into still another battle with nature that nearly costs him his

life. Orgaz and his comic helpers (the houseboy and the canoe-

man) race against time and fight a raging storm in what actually

turns out to be a kind of farce.

The story is a fine example of Quiroga # s intensity,

which develops on two planess one beginning with the race to

complete the register, and the other beginning with the onset

of the storm* The first in fact is divided into two parts —•

the race to finish the records and the race to deliver them.

There is a break in the tension when the records are finished,

but it is immediately restored and increased when Orgaz leaves

for Posadas. In the final part of the story the two planes of

intensity meet in Qulroguian mastery, focusing now on the man,

now on his circumstances, and now on the nature that envelops

them both.
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Quiroga, instinctive artist that he was, provides

balanced and contrasting images in the two sections of this

story. The impossible roof of the first section is matched by

the improbable canoe of the second section; the houseboy by the

Indian canoeman; the office by the shed; the insufferable wea-

ther by the devouring storm. The strain of finishing the re-

cords is balanced by the strain of delivering them; the anxiety

of the approaching storm is offset by the faint nostalgia of the

work after the storm* There is the image of Orgaz covered with

tar balanced with that of Orgaz covered with mud, and best of

all, the records in the cracker can matched by those in the cloth

suitcase, which are still the same humorous Orgazian records.

Both Orgaz and the inspector undergo significant character

changes at the end. A slightly proud and aloof Orgaz is humbled

and is forced to submit utterly to another man. And a somewhat

grim, no-nonsense inspector turns joker and jovial*

Quiroga is so swift, yet so casual, and essentially

brief and intense in portraying his material, that the reader

never has the feeling of "oh here comes a nature passage," or

"here comes a psychological analysis," or "here comes a cogni-

tive construct*" Bather, Quiroga moves with a continual passion

of narration in which all things seem to be equal* The world is

reduced to its essential energy, its metaphysical origin. It is

as if Quiroga went through his writing to the other side of ob-

jectivity, to cosmos and eternity where the writer disappears
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in his act and his very disappearance reveals the thing created*

XXX

"The Slap 1* deals with two common types in the Upper

Parana the sawmill boss and the peon. Although we know that

Quiroga in some instances did not get along well with the peons

in Misiones, there is no doubt that by and large he was on their

side and knew the injustices they suffered from the company men.

This is not to say that Quiroga was political. He had nothing

but disgust for the bourgeois, preferring to identify with the

riffraff of the backlands. Here and there he takes a socialist

stand, but Quiroga was his own man and seemed to have no especial

sympathy for the peon over any other type.

In "The Slap" he does not identify positively with the

peon nor negatively with the overseer. What he is after is in-

justice and revenge in the universal sense. From the first

violent mistreatment of the peon, the story slowly unfolds,

never deviating from its one purpose of portraying the revenge.

It is another example of the arrow going to its mark.

After the initial mistreatment of the peon, the descrip-

tion of him as a rootless mill worker serves as a prelude for

what is to follow* One feels the fire smouldering and guesses

that it is a matter of time before the peon*s moment will come.

By portraying both Korner and the peon as slightly exaggerated

caricatures, Quiroga judiciously increments what would otherwise

probably be a too severely delineated narrative. The caricatures
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balance the mistreatment and revenge which are expressions of

raw energy in which the individuals* personalities hardly count.

Quiroga has humanized what otherwise might be a police report.

The encounter alternates masterfully between the actual

events and a more distant summation of them. This alternation

allows for the duration of five hours in a relatively short space

as well as for a heightened presence of events. Significantly,

the actual events are concretized at the points of dialogue,

which is delivered solely by the peon once the struggle ensues.

The fact that Quiroga does not give dialogue to Korner has the

powerful esthetic effect of crystallizing his beaten condition.

By not speaking, Korner seems to have no actual presence and be-

comes the gruesome caricature of his impotent tyranny.

Tlie revenge is so complete that Korner ceases to be a

human figure and is beaten out of existence into an inert pulp.

The peon # s dialogue is no more than the reflection of terrible,

unleashed energy. The peon himself loses his humanness and

becomes the blind instrument of revenge. He becomes the mechani-

cal, almost inanimate source of the awful energy as Korner be-

comes the dulled, nearly lifeless recipient.

It is Quiroga who is sensing and artistically conveying

the essential energies, the bottom-running currents, of life.

Through his canon of intensity, his personages are sacrificed

in metaphysical creation. Only when the peon reflects, at the

end of the story, does he resume his human form. And once more
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the Parana is a central symbol. The river that can destroy

order can also restore order. It is the river that provides

the final solution to the revenge. Korner is carried away into

the emptiness of nature while the river separates the peon from

his act of revenge. Thus the river becomes a symbol of justice,

giving death to the guilty and life to the accused.

While the peon sits in the canoe, he experiences a kind

of epiphany in which he is the sole actor - pest, present, and

future* All the temporal and thematic strands of the story are

joined and fused: revenge, participants, river, space, death,

and hope* All are connected radially to the peon # s conscious-

ness and to the river, both of which are a tandem axis for the

movement of life* It is an axis of energy along whose line

Korner and the peon move in opposite directions.

And in the peon*s consciousness and by the force of the

water the two are separated. Consciousness and river have

restored life to an original harmony, a primordial, unfettered

point of departure. The slap assaulted life and precipitated

the revenge, which was also an assault upon life. A dramatic

temporality was created, which ceased when it was resolved into

original existence. But not quite. Before the river can com-

pletely do its work, the peon curses Korner. This curse, which

is like a dying fire that flickers up for a moment, recapitu-

lates everything that happened before. It is an echo of the

whip, a final Quiroguian touch which, because it is uttered in
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the closing scene of resolution, combines that scene with the

preceding scene of revenge in a simultaneous image.

The Parana, Nature, and the South American Essence

The Parana may be considered the ultimate symbol in

Quiroga*s jungle works. It is represented in many of his best

stories, particularly "£n la noche," "El regreso del anaconda,"

as well as in the three stories presented here. The river means

many things i the principal entrance into the jungle and main

artery of commerce and life, an element of beauty and grandeur

as well as chaos and death, an almost insuperable obstacle as

it was for Orgaz, or a barrier of protection as it was for the

peon. Above all, the river is the heart of the jungle that

exercised a mystic influence on Quiroga.

He often wrote on a small knoll not far from his house

which commanded a view of the jungle and the river. He remarked

that he sometimes didn*t know whore the water ended and the sky

began, and in the flood scone in "The Roof," the sky, forest,

and water merge. The Parana provided Quiroga with material for

some of his most poetic writing*

But the Parana is only the dramatic expression, the

specific symbol of the whole of nature that gripped Quiroga

and was part of the basis of his creation. Rodrfguez Konegal

has pointed out one of the most significant passages Quiroga

ever wrote which expresses his identity with naturei
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La naturaleza de Moran era tal, que no sentfa nada de lo

que una separaci<sn total de millones de afios ha creado

entre la selva yel hombre. No era en clla un intruso ni

actuaba como espeetador inteligente. Sentfase y era un

elemento mismo de la naturaleza, de marcha desviada, sin

ideas extrafias a su paso cauteloso en el crepdsculo months.
Era un cinco sentidos de la selva, entre la penumbra in-

definida, la humedad hermana y el silencio vital.

The central image in this revelatory passage is that of identifi-

cation between the man and nature. An important word is *in-

truso" for it connotes the difference between an objective writer

and a metaphysical writer. The objective tvrlter is the intruder

and intelligent spectators the metaphysical writer is the parti-

cipator in nature who conceives creation instead of reporting it

narratively and cognitively. It is the difference between the

theologian who writes objectively about God and the mystic who

experiences God. Through the collapsing of time that the immer-

sion in nature signifies, Quiroga lived on the "penumbra in-

definida" with the "humedad hermana" and "silencio vital."

Tills regression Into the heart of nature Is a reflection

of the South American telluric vision, perhaps most succinctly

stated by Keyserling when he says that all South American pro-

fundity goes in the direction of the earth. Keyserling outlined

a man motivated by desire whom no deterministic spirit can

liberate from a blind attraction toward a dark, primordial

earth. The South American, according to Keyserling, leads a

monotonous but tense life, and explodes from time to time in

enthusiasms and blind energy. He finds the South American
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contradictory in that while he is essentially passive, imitative,

and quiet, he is also marked by external progress, intellectual

agility, and a fine sensibility. Thus the total man is a mix-

ture of tenderness and harshness, indolence and £lan, savageness,

romantic posture, and prosaic naturalism, weakness and positive

energy, delicateness and aggression, all traits which create an

atmosphere of nervous tension. Yet no art of living can em-

bellish the reality that is the original weight of the earth.

The pleasure of South America, he says, is the voluptuousness of

the night of Creation. But Keyserling finds that life in pri-

mordial chaos is also a "cohesion of incoherency. wl^

Quiroga seems to be the archetypal figure in Keyserling*s

vision of JLo sudamericano* And Martfnes-Estrada has compared

1R
Quiroga to D. H* Lawrence ° whot like Keyserling, found a dark,

primordial abyss in the New World* Eduardo Mallea summarizes

New World history as a struggle with nature that demands new

ways for coping with a new reality*

La historia do America es la historia del hombre ante

la rebeldfa del espacio. Y como este espacio es naturaleza,
lo que equivale a decir forma, la lucha es del hombre con

la forma desencadenada, con la forma prlraitiva y pujante,
con lo Increado* material, polfticamente, todo
tiene ese hombre que crearlo, que reducirlo, que dejarlo
construfdo por un acto de predomlnio y como todo pre-
dominio sobre la materia de creacion. Su modo de con-

quista es el mas terrible de todos* Su tradici<sn es la

de esfuerzos atroces y la de algunos triunfos sobre cuyo
credito no puede —■ como el hombre europeo - vivir* Tal

situaci<sn priva a tal hombre de posibles argumentos falsos
ante su obra. La realidad que tiene ante sf es in£dita*
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Cada civilizaci<sn nueva inventa su palanca y este hombre

tiene que inventar su propio instrumento; por lo que su

esfuerzo es doble, ya que requiere a la vez intelecto y

poder fisico.

While Quiroga was living the "story of America" in

Misiones and finding the measure of primal reality, he was

learning of the eternal flux of things and the thousand ways in

which a man must adapt himself to meet it. In Motivos de Proteo,

a work which Quiroga reportedly read at his cottage in Misiones

20
and which influenced him, Rod<s says,

Mientras vivimos, nada hay en nosotros que no sufra retoque
y complemento. Todo es revelaci<sn, todo es ensefianza, todo

es tesoro oculto, en las cosas; y el sol de cada d£a arranca

de ellas nuevo destello de originalidad. Y todo es, dentro
de nosotros, segun transcurre el tierapo, necesidad de re-

novarse, de adquirir fuerza y luz nuevas, de apercibirse
contra males aun no sentldos, de tender a bienes aun no

gozados; de preparar, en fin, nuestra adaptacion a condi-

ciones de que no sabe la experiencia. Para satisfacer esta
necesidad y utilizar aquel tesoro, conviene mantener viva

en nuestra alma la idea de que ella esta en perpetuo apren-
dizaje & iniciaci<Sn continua.

1

Quiroga became a perpetual novice in Misiones, although

his jungle experience was only the capstone to a lifetime led

in "continual initiation** of learning. By confronting his circum-

stances head-on, he focused on the essential problem of modern

man! the alienation from nature. The result was an artistic

synthesis crystallized in the terse, poetic sentences that remind

one of Tolstoy, Baroja, and Hemingv/ay. Exploring the dark soul

of nature, Quiroga wrote a kind of esthetic metaphysics of the

Parana and Misiones.
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Quiroga as a “Metaphysical” Writer

In his stimulating book, Into the Mainstream, Luis Harss

observes that the first writer for whom "life and art were one

and indistinguishable, w for whom there was tta deeper way of see-

ing and feeling one’s country that goes beyond the surface of ex-

ternal appearances” was Machado de Assis* And on his heels came

Quiroga who

developed a contemplative language attuned to the occult,
the uncanny, the parapsychological, the abysmal, the sub-

liminal, all the areas of experience bordering on the meta-

physical, a word that can be applied for the first time in

our literature*
22

Harss is not the only critic who notes the metaphysical element

in Quiroga* Noe Jitrik sees the dichotomy of external and

internal art at perfect play in Quiroga*s works!

..•sc puede encarar la obra de Quiroga en dos direccionest

una, historicista (Quiroga, criado en el modernismo mas

provinciano lo deja y se realiza corao escritor en un realis-

mo trascendente)5 la otra, metaffsica (la obra valida de

Quiroga es sobretodo una de experiencia vital y de

descubrimiento del hombre). -

At this point we might want to ask what is a metaphysical

short story writer? Ordinarily we think of the term as denoting

a group of English poets or a speculative, and usually abstruse,

branch of formal philosophy. But if we consider the term in its

latter meaning, we see that it deals with ontology, and its mean-

ing in relation to literature is more readily understood.
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A metaphysical writer touches life in its inner sphere,

in its elemental core of being. By focusing less on the external

manifestations of life, he delves into the mystery, the primordial

center of life. There is a symbolic irony or distancing in the

writer*s handling of externals that allows him to meet life at

its inner, original energy, which point is ahistorical, eternal,

a “world** where events pass in cosmic or metaphysical time. The

most effective medium for metaphysical energy is the lyrical

poetry of a Dickinson, Rimbaud, Crane, or Saint-John Perse, but

that it has its place in prose may be seen in the works of

Cervantes, Dostoevski, Hawthorne, Melville, Conrad, Wolfe and

Faulkner. It is often difficult for criticism to embrace meta-

physical creation since conceptualization tends to destroy rather

than explain it. Sometimes, however, the phenomenon is discussed

in synonymous and figurative terms. Alberto Zum Felde*s use of

“fourth dimension** in discussing Quiroga*s works is an approach

to the metaphysical element in creation:

IY de la cuadruple dimension, donde ha quedado?
Esta aquf, precisamente, en este sentido del raisterio, que
da una profundidad magica a sus relatos y pone una aura

vaga de penumbra astral a sus personajes, aun a los mas

vulgares, aun a los mas rudos.... una cuarta dimension --

no euclidlana ~~ la mas rara de encontrar en los narra-

dores, porque trasciende la sola profundidad concrete de
los fen&nenos psico-f£sicos, que se producen en la zona

accesible ala agudeza inductive del analisis. Esta mas

alia o mas aca, no se sabe d<snde, pero esta de la
fenomenalidad concrete, como algo que penetra, traspasa,
satura y mueve los hechos, incoercible, fuera y por encima
de todo determinism©.
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By employing geometrical terminology, Zum Felde is able to

elucidate the inner space achieved in Qulroga*s stories* Noting

that it transcends the physical-psychological realm apprehensible

to the intellect, he does not situate the dimension hierarchi-

cally, but rather conceives of it as an Indeterminate and non-

coercive though central source of energy that pervades all ex-

ternal phenomena* Zum Felde*s statement is a penetrating descrip-

tion of metaphysical creation*

The three terms employed most frequently in Qulroga

criticism are““modernist
“ “objective** and “metaphysical*” All

point to distinct aspects of his work* yet there is disagreement

among critics as to which term most inclusively defines Quiroga*s

work and the degree to which each term represents a certain

phase of his development* While most critics agree that Qulroga

never entirely freed himself from modernism* as evidenced in a

certain esthetic flourish and thematic psychology present through-

out his work, they often sharply disagree over the famous rup-

ture between the early decadent Qulroga and the later objective

Quiroga*

Anderson-Imbert argues strongly for the continuity of

modernism in Qulroga*s works

Habfa comenzado como modernista y nunca rompi<s con esa

iniciacion. Su prosa se hizo cada vez mas desmaHada; su

tecnica narrativa, cada vez mas realista* Pero permane-
ci<s fiel a su estetica de la primera horai expresar
percepclones delicuescentes, oscuras, raras, personales*^s
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Hodrfguez Monegal, on the other hand, feels that the cleavage

is more distinct between the modernist Quiroga and the objective

Quiroga s

Quiroga supo pasar por la experiencia modernists
en su plenitud y en su extravagancia} supo abandonarla luego
para crear un arte que le permitfa superar el perfodo* ®

While no one label but a series of labels romantic,

realist, modernist, metaphysical are applicable to Quiroga*s

work, it is critically convenient to think of Quiroga at the

height of his creative life (roughly 1912-1928) in terms of a

single definition that would best characterize his work* The

burden falls either on "objective" or "metaphysical," and a dis-

cussion of the two terms may be fruitful in illuminating Quiroga*s

achievement as a writer*

The term "objective* as applied to writing connotes a

style in which the author’s feelings and thoughts do not intrude*

A reality is reported "as it is" and the author must know the

exact value of each thing he describes* For this reason Hodrfguea

Monegal calls objectivity »**.la condici<Sn primera de todo arte

clasico signifies para el artista el mane jo de sus ma-

-27
teriales con absoluto dominio* ** *" 1 The objective writer usually

employs a simple style and describes objects with lucid intelli-

gence* Journalisms costumbrismo* and history resort to objec-

tivity, and herein may be a key as to why the term is not the

most appropriate one for Quiroga’s work*
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Metaphysical creation is the spiritual, or symbolic use

of objectivity, and it is in this sense that Quiroga is more

than a recorder of events and objects. He is objective only

in that he is metaphysical. When Zura Felde says wun evento de

Quiroga se reconocer£a aun cuando no llevara su firraa.... M he

is referring to the metaphysical Quiroga, the writer of the

“fourth dimension *» “...ese estremecimiento indefinible de lo

28
misterioso que acompana a sus personajes y envuelve sus escenas."

4'

What separates Quiroga from his fellow practitioners of

the short story is that which separates a metaphysical from an

objective writer. The bulk of the Latin American rural short

story is realistic and objective. But Quiroga who basically

wrote like hundreds of other writers about things hundreds of

others wrote about, differs radically from them in his metaphys-

ical essence, his creative spirit that takes him through the ob-

ject rather than merely to it, thereby lifting the object into a

penumbra of spiritual energy equivalent to life-force itself.

He becomes at once the object and the writer of the object.

Like Cervantes, Dostoevski, Melville, and Faulkner, he

takes local color and places it in creative perspective. He no

longer quite sees things objectively since his own identity in-

fuses the object. Ordinary time is collapsed into original

time; history is dissolved into eternal becoming, stasis into

flux, object into energy man, nature, and time into cosmos.

The difference between objective and metaphysical writing is
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well summarized in lonesco*s statement that "a work of art is

not a reflection, an image of the world; but it is made in the

29
image of the world* w He suggests that "there is no art with-

out metaphysics*"3° Quiroga's journey from a modernist to an

objectivist to a metaphysical led him from a writer who was out-

side the image to one who was inside*

Quiroga as New World Man and Writer

If Quiroga, metaphysically, in part reflects the South

American essence, he also reflects the New World, or American,

experience* What this experience is and what the interpreta-

tion of the experience is, however, are matters not easy to

summarize* Notwithstanding, they lie at the heart of the New

World narrative, literature, historiography, and ultimately,

the ontology of Western civilization*

The narratives of discovery, wonderful and naive though

they all are, present different states of mind* We think of

Columbus* account as idyllic;-^ 1
Diaz del Castillo f

s as fantastic

and realistic;^2
Pigafetta*s as eagerly ethnographical Brad-

ford* s as melancholy*And contemporary accounts of New World

history offer no consistency of thought. Alfonso Reyes affirms

that the New World was discovered through poetry Edmundo

o*Gorman thinks that it was conquered philosophically rather than

Ernest Grassi felt that it was "ahistorical,

and perhaps in what is the most profound Interpretation of all,
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H. A. Murena thinks that the New World is "transobjective.

And while Reyes insists that the New World is a utopia,^

Martjtnez-Estrada and Octavio Paz point to the touchy psyche of

their bastard child of nothingness.**o

Most accounts, however, past and present, agree on one

points that America was a significantly new circumstance and

that a new type of man was created to meet the exigencies of the

circumstance* This whether the circumstance was Patagonia or

Saskatchewan and whether the man was "gringo" or "cajun." And

the essential circumstance was a nature of such vast proportions

that the Old World tradition was worthless in it, and a new man

h>l
had to find new ways to relate to the new forces of life. With

the expansion of the new horizon came a shift in consciousness.

The Old World no longer held an objective meaning for a man

jliO
thrown into the "solitude or original silence* * His mind could

not relate to an object in the same way. The object was no

longer "before" his mind, but "behind" it or vanished from it

completely. The man "transcended" the object. A metaphysical,

or "trans-objective" spirit was born.^

A New World literature was created that reflected the

new circumstance and new consciousness:

••.the American experience possessed, at least as one of
its major determining ingredients, an inevitable effect of

thrusting man into temporal and spatial isolation without

a framework of tradition or society which could give him
the security of self-definition. The American has character-
istically been alone "the man against the sky" —. fronting
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a wilderness with the force of his own personality, and

even though the physical wilderness gradually succumbs to

his efforts, the metaphysical wilderness remains...* The

vacancy at the core demands fulfillment and the lonely
spaces beyond the consciousness demand expansive whole-

ness the American writer characteristically in-

vents or discovers his own peculiar symbolic manner of

expressing his projections of, or solutions to his over-

weening needs for self-definition. He is mercilessly
impelled by this inner demand for definition.... In his

intense sensitivity to the agonies of the isolation which

is his American birthright, he knows that he must anchor
himself to something metaphorically, or else completely
surrender himself to chaos.

Thus, Rovit affirms* the American novel is wcharacteristically

abstract rather than concrete* symbolic rather than realistic*

h,C
driven as much by passior. as by intelligence*” J In short* the

American novel is metaphysical*

Rovit finds that the "epistemological story" is one of

the characteristic structural devices which evolved in American

fiction as a formal technique of integrating the metaphysically

isolate. The American writer was forced to invent a dramatic

structure in which his self-definition could be narrated in time

and he produced (antedating and influencing contemporary European

fiction) a narrative form in which the protagonist is "the

learner" and the dramatic action is the process through which

he learns* This structure splits the traditional protagonist

into two characters, the single hero of thought-and-action

becoming doublet an observing man of thought and an active

participant in life. An involved narrator is placed within the

narration and gives the artist a psychic and ironic distance

from himself which allows him to play freely with forces and
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meanings that would otherwise be paralyzing. He may sympathize

with his narrator* or reflecting consciousness* and he may also

stand outside the consciousness* weighing and evaluating its

actions objectively* creating a world in which he both does and

does not exist "he the impotent speck in infinity and he the

U 6
omnipotent creator of infinity."

Out of the American experience and the writer*s need for

self-definition* a new literary personage was born# the American

Adam:

The new habits to be engendered on the new American scene

were suggested by the image of a radically new personality,
the hero of the new adventure! an individual emancipated
from history, happily bereft of ancestry, untouched and

undefiled by the usual inheritances of family and race;

an individual standing alone, self-reliant and self-

propelling, ready to confront whatever awaited him with

the aid of his own unique and inherent resources.

The New World thus "became a place with the course of history,

Ur
but a place which released the energies of men. ** Natural

forces engendered new spiritual forces in man and a new sense

of creation was evoked. Finally a myth of America as a new be-

ginning was engendered!

The meaning of the unknown* the New World* is to be found
in that journey taken into it, a journey which discovers

again and again that man's nature is to be reborn.

The vehicle of rebirth was nature and f as Leo Marx has pointed

out* the imagination of America*s most respected writers was

propelled by this force* especially to the degree that it
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signified a withdrawal from the decaying forces of civilization.s°

And in Latin America the experience has been similars an almost

metaphysical identity with the campesino, bandeirante, the 11a-

nero, the paisano, and gaucho. The New World experience, whether

illuminated by the discoverers, or by modern writers, focuses on

the vital force of nature and man 9 s creative effort to come to

terms with it.

XXX

Both Quiroga*s life and his writing are illustrative of

the New World experience* There is a gradual evolvement in

Quiroga's life from a man driven by the external culture of his

age to a man responsible only to himself and fulfilling a per-

sonal destiny. The route led him from the Europeanized cities

of the New World to the American "frontier," the pristine abyss

where he would either have to succeed in solitude by his own

efforts or fail* Buenos Aires and Montevideo were "pale ver-

sions"; America began away from the cities. "La ciudad es

factorxa, puerto, es la cabecera de la imposible Europe."s*

Quiroga was tracing the American myth of "virgin land" where

creation would await him. And with an Ahabian purpose that

wrecked all who followed him, he succeeded in transforming him-

self into an American Adam. Rodrfguez Monegal analyzes the

transformation s

San Ignacio es el umbral de la selva. Quiroga lo

sabe, o lo intuye definitivamente y se hunde en el seno

agreste cotno quien viaja hacia sus orfgenes. La
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inmersi<sn en la selva es como una fecundacitfn. Este hi jo
postumo, este hijo sin padre y que ha buscado oscuramente

por espacio de 32 afios al padre perdido, habra de con-

vert irse en su propio progenitor. Se hunde en la selva,
la posee y la fecunda, para que de esa monstruosa uni<sn
nazca (renazca) el verdadero Horacio Quiroga.

Quiroga admired Emerson for his self-reliance and Thoreau

for his practical simplicity. Both were subjects of discussion

between him and Martfnez and both underlie his frontier

experience* Already in 1904 when he first went to the Chaco to

plant cotton he wrote: **...la aptitude de desenvolverse, con

muy pocos pesos y cuanto menos, mayor la competencia, desde

luego en un ambiente hostil* The overall challenge of

Quiroga's life was to subsist entirely by his own efforts. He,

in effect, created a Walden in Misiones. But it was far from

idyllic in the sense of the “pastoral ideal** as it has been

stated in western literature from Virgil to Kerouac* For Quiroga,

the jungle environment was a harsh and darkly overpowering chal-

lenge that was met only by superhuman efforts. Quiroga saw that

many didn*t survive in it and he himself only partly survived.

He truly embraced a New World frontier experience, but there was

a metaphysical terror attached to it that made him become a kind

of frontier Poe.

Quiroga*s journey to the Argentine frontier tested him

physically as well as spiritually* But it was the spiritual

aspect of the journey that led him to a high plane of creation

and gave him greatness as a writer. This metaphysical positioning,
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alone y kept him from becoming a Parana colorist like Leguizamtfn

the difference between a Faulkner and a Dobie for he faced

creation more than the reality about him. His life symbolizes the

pioneer turning his back on society and journeying westward, where

he became a metaphysical creator and came to terms with God in the

primordial matrix. But he never quite won in his own struggle

with life and he became his own fatal character. The morbid de-

mon hounded him to the end. But withal he found that the trouble

was not so much with Europe t Buenos Aires, society, or literature,

but rather with man himself who carried a seal of death and de-

stroyed the primal order, a circumstance which he compellingly

conveyed in his animal stories.

During on© of his sojourns in Buenos Aires he discovered

that the cosmopolitan frivolity had discarded him for a new es-

thetic. He realized his creative as well as his physical powers

were leaving him and he lapsed into the emotional preoccupation

of his Paris trip. Then came those final incredible days in the

hospital which were themselves like a Quiroga storyI cared for

by a deformed and half-witted resident patient who slept by his

bed, and knowing that he was dying or close to it, he proposed

to his faithful friend, Martfnez Estrada, that they go back to

Misiones and start an orange extract business and sell the con-

centrate to the Jockey Club in Buenos Aires. In a sense,

Quiroga*s life was greater than his stories a New World novel

in itself.
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Quiroga's American experience is reflected in his

writing. The style itself casual, loose, but intense,

suggests a new experience where an old tradition failed* The

responsibility he assumed for his own work also marks a trait

of a democratic frontier* The rough-hewn simplicity of his

work speaks of an esthetic created by a closer proximity to the

original source of life rather than to civilization*

But it is finally the writer himself) “fronting a

wilderness with the force of his own personality” and writing

by passion as well as by intelligence) that the essential

American work is made* After the westward journey) the Adam

emerges in the personage of Moran who "had left the city and

gone to Misiones to plant yerba9 not for money but for the ex-

perience) and whose only ambition was to earn enough to be

and in Orgaz who wanted freedom to provide himself

with shelter from the elements*

Orgaz is an archetypal New World man solitary $ in-

telligent 9 democratic) nature-loving) lazy but capable

of great effort when demanded of him 9 living not in order but

in a kind of chaos that is life. He is submerged partly in a

shadow of being) in a telluric necessity that can be vengeful

and violent) gentle and relaxed) when the man*s circumstance

shifts one way or the other in an inviolable sacredness 9

pledging him to his own life in time* His reactions are a

mixture of insecurity and confidence and a problem is resolved
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only through obstinate action, usually in competition with

nature, whether it be the forest or himself. Most of the time

he becomes so involved with existence that he is not merely a

part of it} rather he embodies it, at once creating and be-

coming creation* Then there are moments when his consciousness

swivels and is filled with irony toward himself as well as toward

the things about him, until his consciousness returns to its pri-

mal position, with "death always behind it and God before it."56

In each of the three stories translated, the protagonist

becomes the learner, though in varying degrees* The man bitten

by the snake dies faster than he learns, yet it is his continual

effort to understand his condition and progress that lends dra-

matic force to the story* The peon begins his learning process

by forming a plan of revenge and then with patience, casualness,

and craft, he pursues it. Along the way he continually learns

as each crisis arises, finally at the end becoming all-knowing

in a moment of truth that collapses past, present, and future

into metaphysical time a pure sense of the act, the objects,

and the energies that permeate them* Orgaz' whole life is a

process of learning. The story is actually structured on a

series of crises that are resolved through experience and know-

ledge! the roof, the burros, the register, the inclement

weather, and finally his own fate before the inspector* He in

effect ceases to be the protagonist as soon as knowledge of the

inspector's intention resolves his final crisis. Implicit in



these stories is the wisdom* the metaphysical knovrledge the

protagonists must have gained through their experiences. And

this of course is parallel to what Quiroga learned in his life.

As he learned* so did his protagonists.

72
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